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Abstract— In this paper we present a case study of applying 
combinatorial testing to test a combinatorial test generation 
tool called ACTS. The purpose of this study is two-fold. First, 
we want to gain experience and insights about how to apply 
combinatorial testing in practice. Second, we want to evaluate 
the effectiveness of combinatorial testing applied to a real-life 
system. ACTS has 24637 lines of uncommented code, and 
provides a command line interface and a fairly sophisticated 
graphic user interface. The main challenge of this study was to 
model the input space in terms of a set of parameters and 
values. Once the model was designed, we generated test cases 
using ACTS, which were then later used to test ACTS. The 
results of this study show that input space modeling can be a 
significant undertaking, and needs to be carefully managed. 
The results also show that combinatorial testing is effective in 
terms of achieving high code coverage and fault detection. 

 
Keywords—Combinatorial Testing; Input Parameter 

Modeling; Software Testing. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Software failures are often the result of a faulty 

interaction between input parameters. Empirical studies 
show that most faults are caused by interactions among six 
or fewer parameters [16]. Combinatorial testing, which has 
proven very effective in fault detection, is a testing strategy 
that applies the theory of combinatorial design to test 
software systems. Given a system under test with k 
parameters, t-way combinatorial testing requires all 
combinations of values of t (out of k) parameters be covered 
at least once, where t is usually a small integer. If test 
parameters are modeled properly, all faults caused by 
interactions involving no more than t parameters will be 
detected. Combinatorial testing can significantly reduce the 
cost of software testing while increasing its effectiveness.  

Input Parameter Modeling is an important step in 
combinatorial testing. An input parameter model (IPM) 
contains a set of parameters, each of which has a set of 
possible values [7]. There are important design decisions 
and tradeoffs to be made in the modeling process. Different 
testers may come up with different models, depending on 
creative choices and experience [1]. Grochtmann and 
Grimm [6] mentioned that finding parameters and values is 
a creative process that can never be fully automated. Several 
methods could be used for IPM, such as Category Partition 
[7] or Classification Trees [6]. A basic eight-step process 
that is custom-designed to be used with combinatorial 
testing is suggested in [1].  

In this paper we present a case study in which we applied 
combinatorial testing to a combinatorial test generation tool 
called ACTS [21]. ACTS is developed jointly by the US 
National Institute Standards and Technology and the 
University of Texas at Arlington, and currently has more 
than 900 individual and corporate users. This study was 
conceived when a user of ACTS asked the question: Have 
you tested ACTS using ACTS? The objective of this study 
is two-fold. First, we want to gain experience and insights 
about how to apply combinatorial testing in practice. 
Second, we want to evaluate the effectiveness of 
combinatorial testing applied to a real-life system. 
Compared to extensive work that has been reported on the 
theoretical side, there is a lack of empirical studies and 
experience reports on applying combinatorial testing to real-
life systems [17].  

The results of our study indicate that combinatorial testing 
is very effective. In our study, we generated a total number 
of 1105 tests, and the execution of these tests achieved 
about 88% statement coverage, and detected 15 bugs in a 
rather mature system.   

The remainder of this paper is organized as follow. 
Section 2 briefly reviews the existing work on input 
parameter modeling and combinatorial testing. Section 3 
gives a high-level introduction to the ACTS tool. Section 4 
describes our approach to modeling input parameters for 
ACTS. Section 5 reports the experimental results. Section 6 
provides concluding remarks and our plan for future work.  

II. RELATED WORK 
We discuss related work in two areas, including input 

parameter modeling (IPM) and empirical studies on 
combinatorial testing.  

Several approaches, e.g., Category Partitioning [7] and 
Classification Tree [6], have been reported for the general 
problem of identifying parameters and parameter values. 
These approaches can be applied to combinatorial testing. 
Grindal and Offutt suggest an input parameter modeling 
method that is specifically designed for combinatorial 
testing [1]. This method provides more guidance in the 
parameter and parameter value selection. Beizer [10], 
Malaiya [11], and Chen et al. [5] also addressed the problem 
of parameter and value selection but did not describe the 
complete processes. 

Several empirical studies of combinatorial testing have 
been reported that applied combinatorial testing on major 
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features of a mobile phone application testing [18], an email 
system testing [19], satellite communications system testing 
[22], configuration testing [23], browser compatibility 
testing [24], network interface testing [25], and protocol 
testing [26]. The studies show that combinatorial testing is 
very effective and can be applied to a wide variety of 
applications. The purpose of these studies was to evaluate 
the effectiveness of combinatorial testing, whereas we also 
try to gain experience and insights about the input modeling 
process.  

III. ACTS  
ACTS is a test generation tool for constructing t-way 

combinatorial test sets. Currently, it supports t-way test set 
generation with t up to 6. The tool is implemented in Java 
and provides both command line and graphical user 
interfaces. In the following, we briefly discuss the core 
features in ACTS. 

• T-Way Test Set Generation: A system configuration is 
specified by a set of parameters and their values. A test set 
is a t-way test set if it satisfies the following property: 
Given any t parameters, every combination of values of 
these t parameters is covered in at least one test in the test 
set. Several test generation algorithms are implemented in 
ACTS. These algorithms include IPOG, IPOG-D, IPOG-F, 
IPOG-F2, and PaintBall. ACTS supports two test 
generation modes, namely, scratch and extend. The former 
allows a test set to be built from scratch, whereas the latter 
allows a test set to be built by extending an existing test set. 

• Mixed Strength (or Relation Support): Relations are 
groups of parameters with different strengths. ACTS 
allows arbitrary parameter relations to be created, where 
different relations may overlap or subsume each other. In 
the latter case, relations that are subsumed by other 
relations will be ignored by the test generation engine. 

• Constraint Support: Some combinations are not valid 
and must be excluded from the resulting test set. ACTS 
allows the user to define invalid combinations by 
specifying constraints.  The specified constraints are taken 
into account during test generation so that the resulting test 
set will cover combinations that satisfy these constraints. 

• Coverage Verification: This feature is used to verify 
whether a test set satisfies t-way coverage, i.e. whether it 
covers all the t-way combinations. 

IV. INPUT PARAMETER MODELING 
Testing methods are generally categorized as either white-

box or black-box testing. In white-box testing, expected 
results are identified from the specification but inputs are 
derived from the implementation. In black-box testing, both 
input and expected results are identified from the specified 
functional requirements. Because only the functionality of 
the software module is of concern, black-box testing also 
mainly refers to functional testing, a testing method 
emphasized on executing the functions and examination of 
their input and output data. 

The first step is to select the testing method. The 
functionality testing is used in this experiment, as it also 
suggested by [1,12,13].  

The second step was to identify the test parameters based 
on system characteristics. We added “M_” at the beginning 
of all identified parameters to make a distinction between our 
model parameters versus those in the ACTS tool system 
configurations. We call our model parameters the Test 
Factors. 

The next step was to identify the test values. Valid-values 
boundary-values and invalid-values are typically suggested 
to identify the values for the factors. In this experiment we 
identified both valid and invalid values. We used valid 
values to perform the normal functionality testing and invalid 
values to perform robustness testing. We called our model 
values the Test Values. 

Next we discovered the relationship between the identified 
test factors. Then we derived the abstract model and finally 
introduced concrete values to the model and generated test 
cases to perform both functionality testing and robustness 
testing. 

One of our design decisions in this experiment was the 
strength of the test cases. We started from 2-way testing and 
then we extended the generated test cases to perform 3-way 
testing. This helped us to evaluate the impact of 2-way 
testing and 3-way testing on code coverage and fault 
detection.  

Another design decision involves introducing constraints 
to the model to support robustness testing. The ACTS tool 
does not support robustness testing; therefore, we manually 
introduced some constraints to ensure that in each test we 
have only one invalid value among each combination of 
values. 

We will present our modeling process in the following 
paragraphs. First we will discuss our model for system under 
test. This is one of our important models as it contains 
system configurations and core features of the ACTS tool. 
Second, our command line interface model will be presented 
and finally our graphical user interface model will be 
discussed. 
A. System Under Test Modeling 

System under Test (SUT) contains the configuration 
information of the system e.g. Parameters, Relations, and 
Constraints. In order to model the SUT, we have to model its 
components. The models for M_Parameters, M_Relations, 
and M_Constraints are as follows: 
• M_Parameters: The M_Parameters is defined to model 
the parameter component in the ACTS. The parameter itself 
has three parts; name, value, and type. Currently, four types 
of parameters are supported: Enum, Boolean, Range, and 
Integer. The Range type is basically a subset of Integer type. 
Entering a range is a feature in a GUI for facilitating entering 
values that are in range. It does not affect the system since it 
interprets to integer and then stores. However when we test 
the normal functionality of the GUI we consider the Range 
type as well.  
 First, for each individual parameter, we identified two 
factors; value per parameter and type. The name factor is not 
important from the functionality perspective; therefore, we 
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did not consider it in our model. The M_Parameters factors 
are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: M_Parameters test factors for one parameter 
Type Value per parameter 

Boolean Invalid 
Integer [true,false] (default) 
Range One or more (valid values) 
Enum 
Next, we discovered the relations between these factors. 

There are some constraints between Type and value of a 
parameter, e.g. the only valid value for a boolean type 
parameter is the default value which is [true,false]. If the 
type is Enum, its value is either an invalid value such as a 
space character in robustness testing or a valid value in 
functionality testing. We want to ensure that for each 
parameter we cover all its type-value combinations at least 
once. All possible type-value combinations of the 
M_Parameters are shown in Table 2.  

Table 2: Abstract IPM: type-value combinations of M_Parameters 
Type-Value combinations 
Boolean type with Invalid value 
Boolean type with Default value 
Boolean type with one or more value 
Integer  type with Invalid value 
Integer  type with one or more value 
Enum   type with Invalid value 
Enum   type with one or more value 

Some of these combinations are useful for functionality 
testing and others for robustness testing. The robustness 
testing for the command line interface and the graphical user 
interface (GUI) are different in some cases. E.g. in the GUI 
when we select a Boolean type parameter, we cannot select 
any value, since its feature is disabled. The value is 
[true,false] by default. This is incorrect in the command line; 
therefore, we applied this combination to perform 
robustness testing in the command line interface. The gray 
rows in Table 2 show the combinations that are only 
applicable for robustness testing of the command line. 

Also this model is an abstract model and we need 
concrete values to perform functionality testing. The Integer 
were selected so that we have positive, zero, and negative 
values in our system. The value for Boolean type is a system 
defined value and states as [true, false] by default. The 
values for Enum parameters were selected so that we have a 
large and small number of values in our system. Enum types 
in ACTS will accept any character but space. So we will use 
the space as an invalid value in robustness testing. 

In the following examples we assigned concrete values to 
our abstract model: 
� Integer parameters with valid values: 

o ��������			
��				��

o ������
���
�	
��
�����������

� Boolean parameters with Default values: 
o �����������
�������

� Enum parameters with one or more values: 
o ���������
��
���
���
���
�� 
��!
��"
��#��

o �������
���

Afterward, multiple parameters are taken into account. 
Based on the ACTS specification, the system under test at 
should have at least two parameters.  We tested the system 

with valid, invalid, and boundary numbers of parameters. We 
did not find any relation between the number of parameters 
and the parameter types; therefore we decided to not perform 
testing on all the different combinations between them, 
whereas our goal is to cover all types of parameters at least 
once in the system under test. We decided to select one 
Integer type and one Enum type parameter when the number 
of parameters was two in the test, and selected at least one of 
each type when the number of parameter was three or more 
to accomplish our goal. The test factors for multiple 
parameters are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3: M_Parameters test factors for multiple parameters 
Number of parameters Parameter Type 

Invalid (0 or 1) Any  type 
Two One Integer and one Enum 
Three or more At least one of each type  
Finally, based on the information obtained, we generated 

executable test cases with concrete values. The following 
example is a parameter component of a system with seven 
parameters which contains all the parameter types: 

$�����%�������%������

&���������'�����������()�������������
*����������+'���$������������'��������������%)��+'���
��������			
��				��

������
���
�	
��
���
�����������
�������
����������
������� 
���������
��
���
���
���
�� 
��!
��"
��#��
�������
���

�������,��

• M_Relations: The ACTS tool allows arbitrary relations 
between parameters to be created, where different relations 
may overlap or subsume each other or may subsume the 
default relation.  
 First we identified test factores for the M_Relations. The 
ACST has two types of relations; default and user-
defined. ”Default” is the default relation of the system. This 
relation is not removable and it contains all of the system 
parameters and the current strength of the system. Also this 
relation will be automatically added to the system under test. 
The type and strength are two test factors for the 
M_Relations. Strength can be a number from 2 to 6 but we 
only performed our test on 2, 3, and 6. 2 and 6 are boundary 
values. The test factors for the M_Relations are shown in 
Table 4. 

Table 4: M_Relations test factors for one relation 
Type Strength 

Default 2
User-defined (valid parameters) 3

User-defined (invalid parameters) 6
The robustness testing for the command line interface and 

graphical user interface (GUI) are not the same in 
M_Relations. The user in the command line interface allows 
entering a relation to reference the parameters that do not 
exist in the system. 

At this time, we identified the test factors of multiple 
relations. Based on the ACTS specification when the user 
adds the user-defined relations to the system, three different 
situations may occur. Because the default relation is not 
removable, the user-defined relations will always overlap 
with the default relation. They may also overlap with each 
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other: “Overlap”, or subsume each other: “Subsume”, or 
subsume the default relation: “Subsume-default”.  The test 
factors for the user-defined relations are shown in Table 5.   

Table 5: M_Relations test factors for user-defined relations 
Number of user-defined 

relations 
Relation between user-defined and 

default relations 
0 Overlap 
1 Subsume  

Two or more Subsume the default
 Our goal was to cover all of the different relations in the 
system under test. When the number of user-defined 
relations is zero it means that the system contains only the 
“default” relation. When the number of user-defined 
relations is one this means that the system contains two 
relations; the default relation and the user-defined relation. In 
this condition, we introduced a user-defined relation that 
subsumes the default relation, “subsume-default”.  When the 
number of user-defined relations is two or more, the system 
contains three or more relations; the default relation and two 
or more user-defined relations. In this condition, we 
introduced some user-defined relations that “subsume” or 
“overlap” each other to accomplish our goal.  
 An example of different relations in a system with the 
above mentioned values is shown in Table 6.  

Table 6: Examople of M_Relations values (default strength 4) 
I relation  
values 

Example 

default [4,(bool1, bool2, Enum1, Enum2, num1, num2)] 

Subsume-
default 

[4,(bool1, bool2, Enum1, Enum2, num1, num2)]  (default) 
[5,(bool1, bool2, Enum1, Enum2, num1, num2)] 

Overlap [2,(bool1, bool2, Enum1)] 
[2,(Enum1, Enum2, num1)] 

Subsume  [3,(bool1, bool2, Enum1, Enum2, num1)] 
[2,(bool1, bool2, Enum1, Enum2, num1)] 

 The numbers in the bracket represent the strength while 
the symbols in are a list of parameter names that interact 
with each other. The default strength in this example is 4 as 
shown in the first row. The second row shows a relation that 
subsumes the default relation in row one. The third and 
fourth rows show the relations that overlap or subsume each 
other respectively. 
• M_Constraints: The M_Constraints is defined to model 
the constraint component in the ACTS. Currently, three 
types of constraints are supported: Boolean, Relational, and 
Arithmetic. Each type will cover some symbols (operators) 
shows in Table 7. 

Table 7: Operators per constraint type 
Boolean Relational Relational
or + = 
and * > 
=> / < 
! - � 

% � 
 In order to have a meaningful constraint we need to 
generate a finite combination of symbols (operators) that are 
well-formed according to applicable rules. We used ACTS to 
generate all possible 2-way combinations between these 
three types of operators. ACTS generated 25 different 
combinations as shown in Table 8. For example three 
operators in the first row are or, +, and >. We manually 
generated a constraint that covers all of them e.g. p1+p2>1 

or p3; p1 and p2 are two Integer type parameters and p3 is a 
Boolean type parameter. We generated 25 different 
constraints to cover all the different 2-way combinations 
between the different types of constraints.  

As this model is an abstract model and we also need 
concrete values to perform testing. We used valid parameters 
to generate the constraints in normal functionality testing and 
one invalid parameter per constraint in robustness testing. An 
invalid parameter in this case is a parameter that is either not 
introduced to the system at all, or whose type does not match 
with its operator type, e.g. a Boolean type parameter and the 
arithmetic operator.  

Afterward multiple constraints were taken into account. 
The test factors for multiple constraints are shown in Table 9.  

Table 8: 2-way combinations of constraints types 

 
We identified three factors for testing multiple constraints. 

The system under test can have zero, one, or multiple 
constraints. In addition, adding constraints to the system may 
introduce unsolvable constraints; therefore, the constraints 

are not always solvable. 
Table 9: M_Constraints test factors for multiple constraints 

Number of constraints 
for each test constraints relation Satisfiability 

O related savable
1 Not_related  unsolvable 
Multiple
Furthermore, it is important to consider the relationship 

between different constraints. The constraints can be either 
related or not. The constraints are related if they share at 
least one parameter. The constraints are not-related if they 
don’t share any parameter.  

The bellow example demonstrates the related constraints 
(The constraints number 1 and 2 share the parameter n2). 

1. (n2 >100) => !b2 
2. e1="1" => !(n2 >100) 
The bellow example demonstrates the not-related 

constraints. 
1. (n2 >100) =>!b2 
2. e1="1" => !b1 
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These factors are independent and so we don’t need to find 
the different combinations between them. However we need 
to consider them at least once during our testing process. 

Finally based on the information obtained, we generated 
executable test cases with concrete values. The following 
example is a system with six parameters and five solvable 
related constraints in which the constraints cover the rows 
number 2, 7, 15, 17, and 23 of Table 8: 

$�����%�������%������
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����������
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���
���
���
�� 
��!
��"
��#��
�������
���
�

����12�2�33����4������1####��
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���7������81�		�16������
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������:���8#		�16����8	��

• M_SUT: As we mentioned before system under test 
(SUT) contains the configuration information of the system 
parameters, relations and constraints. In the previous sections 
we identified test values for each of these components; 
M_Parameters, M_Relations, and M_Constraints. We 
combined them to form the M_SUT model. The M_SUT 
factors and values are shown in Table 10.  

Table 10: M_SUT test factors and values 
 M_SUT  

Test Factors Test Values 

M_Parameters 

Invalid 
Two (1 Integer,1 Enum) 
Three or more (at least 1 Integer,1 Enum, 1 
Boolean) 

M_Relations 

Invalid parameter (just in CMD interface) 
Default relation 
Two (default and subsume-default) 
Multiple relations (default plus at least 2 
subsume) 
Multiple relations (default plus at least 2 
overlap) 

M_Constraints  

None 
Unsolvable   
Invalid 
One 
Multiple not-related constraints 
Multiple related constraints 

We decided that there is no interaction between M_SUT 
factors; therefore, covering each value once would be 
sufficient. We produced the abstract model of M_SUT which 
is shown in Table 11. In total, 8 different system 
configurations have been identified for M_SUT, four of 
which were used in robustness testing.  

Table 11: Abstract IPM of M_SUT 
M_ 

Parameters 
M_ 
Relations 

M _Constraints M_SUT 

Two  Two  
Multiple not-
related  

2P_2R_multi-nC 

Multiple Multiple  Multiple related  multiP_multiR_multi-rC 

Multiple Multiple  One  multiP_multiR_oneC 
Two Default  None 2P_2R_noC 
Invalid Default  One  InvalidP 
Two  Invalid   One   InvalidR 
Two  Default  Invalid InvalidC 
Two  Default  Unsolvable   UnsolvedC 
An example of a system under test with six parameters, 

multiple relations, and multiple related constraints is shown 
in Table 12(a). An example of SUT with “Invalid constraint” 
is also shown in Table 12 (b).  

Table 12: Example of a SUT 
�; <=0>(�?-�)�����-'���'���������
�����-'�� �����-������/�
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     [2,(bool1, bool2, Enum1)] 
[2,(Enum1, Enum2, num1)]�
 [3,(bool1, bool2, Enum1, Enum2, num1)]�
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The factors discussed in the above paragraphs are common 
between two different interfaces of ACTS. The following 
paragraphs; however, will identify the specific factors and 
values for the command line interface and the GUI interface.  
B. Command Line Interface Modeling 

The various options are available in command line 
interface as shown in Table 13. There are several test 
generation algorithms implemented in ACTS. The user has 
to select one of these algorithms in order to generate the tests. 
“M_Algorithm” would be chosen as one of our factors with 
the domain value of [IPOG, IPOG-D, IPOG-F, IPOG-F2, 
PaintBall]. The IPOG algorithm is the most commonly used 
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algorithm; therefore, in this experiment we performed our 
test on the IPOG and fixed the value of M_Algorithm to 
“IPOG”. Covering IPM for other algorithms will be one of 
our future works. Also, ACTS supports two test generation 
modes, scratch and extend. Obviously “M_mode” is another 
factor with the domain value of [scratch, extend].   

Table 13: Command-Line IPM 
Test 

Factors 
Test 

Values 
Description 

M_mode 
 

scratch 
 

generate tests from scratch (default)

extend extend from an existing test set
M_algo ipog use algorithm IPO (default) 

M_fastMode on enable fast mode 
off disable fast mode (default) 

M_doi specify the degree of interactions to be covered 

M_output 

numeric output test set in numeric format 
nist output test set in NIST format (default)
csv output test set in Comma-separated 

values  format 
excel output test set in EXCEL format

M_check on verify coverage after test generation 
off do not verify coverage (default) 

M_progress on display progress information (default) 
off do not display progress information 

M_debug on display debug info 
off do not display debug info (default) 

M_randstar on randomize don’t care values 
off do not randomize don’t care values 

Some of these options e.g. M_fastmode, M_check, 
M_debug, M_randstar, and M_progressare are totally 
independent from each other. Because there is no interaction 
between them they must appear in the test only once. Figure 
1 (a) shows the test cases generated by ACTS for the 
command line interface with test strength t=2. We extended 
it to t=3 to see whether we could detect more faults. Figure 
1(b) shows some of the test cases generated by ACTS for 
t=3. 
C. Graphical User Interface Modeling 

ACTS is a complex system with several features and 
functionalities. The divide-and-conquer strategy is used to 
model the GUI. We divided the system based on the system 
use-cases. 

The use-cases are often used to capture the system 
functionalities. We derived the ACTS’s use-cases from the 
user document and captured several features for the GUI 
such as Create New System, Building the Test Set, Modify 
system (add/remove/edit parameters and parameters values, 
add/remove relations, add/remove constraints), 
Open/Save/Close System, Import/Export test set, statistics, 
and Verify Coverage. 
• For each of these we designed a separate IPM to yield 
several small IPMs rather than one large one. Some of the 
IPMs have been reported in this paper and for the purpose of 
brevity others will be reported in the appendix.  
• Modify system: Modification is the process of changing 
the system configuration. Designing the IPM for this feature 
was very challenging because this feature has several 
functionalities. We divided the modification to the 
following smaller IPMs; add parameter, remove parameter, 
modify parameter, add constraint, remove constraint, add 

relation, and remove relation. Modify a parameter by itself 
consists of three IPMs; change the name of the parameter, 
add new value to the parameter, and delete a value from a 
parameter. In the following we explain some of these 
models. 

 

 
(a) Test cases with t=2 

 
(b) Part of test cases with extend t=2 to t=3 
Figure 1: CMD test cases created by ACTS 

•  
• Add a parameter: First, adding a parameter; user has to 
enter a parameter name to activate the add button. We call 
this M_name in the model with [valid, invalid] test values. 
The user may enter space or a special character or number 
but these are invalid and the system will show the related 
error messages. 

The only acceptable name is string without any space. 
Next selecting a type (M_type) and entering value for the 
parameter (M_value); also these parameters can be input 
parameters or output (M_in_out). In addition if the type of 
the parameter is “Boolean” then the user cannot enter any 
value because the system has a default value for the Boolean 
types [true,false], also if type is “Range” the user cannot 
enter any value but selecting the range. This range could be 
an invalid range:   

��#						����#						��
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Basically these are some invalid combinations between 
the type and the value which we have to exclude from the 
final test cases. As we mentioned before, ACTS has a 
constraint support feature so we will add the following 
constraints: 
<=�+'�12D������E�16�<=�����12@������2�

This means that if the type of the parameter is a 
“Boolean”, the system will fix the value to “default”. 

The model of “add parameter” is shown in Table 14. The 
valid test cases generated by ACTS with test strength t=2 
are shown in Figure 2.  

Table 14: GUI, add parameter IPM 
IPM of GUI, add parameter 

Test Factors Test Values 

M_sys_name 

invalid (space, special_char, number, duplicate 
name) 
String only 
String plus numeric 

M_name 

invalid (space, special_char, number, duplicate 
name) 
String only 
String plus numeric 

M_type 

Boolean 
Enum 
number 
range 

M_in_out input 
Output 

M_value 

Integer 
String 
default 
Invalid (Space, duplicate value, invalid range of 
numbers or characters) 

The Invalid test cases generated by ACTS with strength 
t=2 are shown in Figure 3.  
• Change parameter name: The user can change the name 
of a parameter. The new name should be a valid name (no 
space). This parameter should also not be involved in any 
constraint, otherwise the name has to change automatically 
everywhere in the system in which this parameter is used. 
The model of “change parameter name” is shown in Table 
15. The valid test cases generated by ACTS with strength 
t=2 are shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 2: add parameter valid test cases t=2 created by ACTS 

 

 
Figure 3: add parameter invalid test cases t=2 created by ACTS 

 

M_Involve_in_constraint is a factor to guarantee we will 
test parameters that are involved in the constraints if the 
system has a constraint.  

Table 15: GUI, change parameter name IPM 
IPM of GUI, change parameter name 
Test Factors Test Values 

M_name 

String only 
String plus numeric 
Invalid (space, special_char, number, 
duplicate name) 

M_Involve_in_constraint yes 
no 

M_System_has_constraint yes 
no 

 

 
Figure 4: change parameter name created by ACTS 

 

• Building system: The IPM of build system is shown in 
Table 16 and Table 17. All of the parameters are discussed 
earlier because these are core features of ACTS. Valid IPM 
is used to test the normal functionality of the system and 
invalid IPM is used for robustness testing. 
 In the above paragraphs we discussed how we created our 
models and used them as an input to ACTS tool, and how 
ACTS give us all the combinations between factors for each 
model. The number of models was 19 with 1105 generated 
test cases. 

We integrated the smaller IPMs together using an 
interaction-based test sequence generation to completely test 
the system. The reason we decided to use this method was 
that some of the bugs would not be triggered by just testing 
each use-case individually. It is important to test a sequence 
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of events in order to test the whole system completely. 
Wenhua Wang et al. [14] present a test sequence generation 
approach for covering all interactions between any two 
pages of a web application.  

Table 16: GUI, Build valid IPM 
Valid IPM of GUI, build system 
Test Factors Test Values 

I mode scratch  
extend 

I algorithm ipog 
M_Strength 2,4,6  

M_randomize on  
off 

M_progress on  
off 

M_SUT 

2P_2R_multi-nC 
multiP_multiR_multi-rC 
multiP_multiR_oneC 
2P_2R_noC 

  
Table 17: GUI, Build invalid IPM 

Invalid IPM of GUI, build system 
Test Factors Test Values 

I mode scratch  
extend 

I algorithm ipog 
M_Strength 2,4,6  

M_randomize on  
off 

M_progress on  
off 

M_SUT 

InvalidP 
InvalidR 
InvalidC 
UnsolvedC 

We can generalize this algorithm to be able to use it in 
combinatorial testing of systems with a GUI as well. First we 
generated a navigation graph of our use cases. There exists 
an edge from one node m to another node n if node n can be 
visited immediately after node m through a direct link. Each 
node is a use-case. A simplified form of ACTS’s use-cases 
navigation graph is shown in Figure 5. Using the navigation 
graph was very helpful because not all the combinations 
between the use-cases are feasible. The graph helped to 
visualize the feasible and infeasible sequences.   

Next we generated a test sequence to satisfy pairwise 
interaction coverage. The term “pairwise interaction” refers 
to interaction between two nodes. Let G = (V, E, n0) be a 
navigation graph. Formally, a pairwise interaction in G is an 
ordered pair (m, n), where m and n are two nodes, and there 
exists a path from m to n in G. Pairwise interaction coverage 
requires that a set of paths be selected from a navigation 
graph as test sequences so that every ordered pair is covered 
in at least one of those test sequences. We generated all of 
the ordered pairs for use-cases from the navigation graph. 

In next Section we provide some examples of the 
sequences that lead us to find the faults in ACTS. In this 
experiment we limited the length of sequences to be six. The 
whole process, from generating the graph, to selecting the 
proper interactions, to selecting the sequence of events, was 
performed manually. In this paper our focus was on IPM for 

ACTS. In future work we will use tools such as GUI Ripper 
to remove human error in this part of the experiment [28]. 

 

 
Figure 5: ACTS's Navigation Graph 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  
The experiments are designed to answer the following 

questions: How much code coverage can be achieved? How 
many faults can be detected?  

The design model for ACTS has 19 valid IPMs which are 
shown in Table 18, yielding 1105 generated test cases. Code 
coverage data are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. We used 
clover to collect code coverage [15]. We ran clover with 
eclipse and executed our tests on ACTS version 1.2. ACTS 
statistics are shown in Table 19. e.g. number of 
uncommented lines of code in ACTS are 24637. 

Table 18: IPM of ACTS 
Model Number of Factors Max number of values

CMD  7 8 
BUILD 6 8 
NEW SYSTEM 4 5 
ADD PARAM 4 5 
REMOVE PARAM 2 2 
CHANGE NAME 2 2 
ADD VALUE 3 5 
REMOVE VALUE 3 3 
ADD RELATION 2 4 
REMOVE RELATION 2 4 
ADD CONSTRAINT 3 3 
REMOVE CONSTRAIN 2 5 
OPEN 3 4 
CLOSE 2 2 
VERIFY 2 2 
IMPORT 3 4 
EXPORT 2 4 
SAVE 3 2 
STATISTICS 3 3 

 
Clover gave us the code coverage for all of the test cases. 

While we executed our tests, clover highlighted the parts of 
the source code that were executed. This made it easy to 
identify the code that was never called during our testing 
process. It is shown in Figure 6 that our tests covered more 
than 88% of system statements. Figure 7 shows different 
packages of ACTS. We covered 99% the Console package. 
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Other packages are more related to the GU
Engine, Model, Util, GUI, and Data are c
different algorithms. We only performed
“IPOG” algorithm. There are five m
implemented in ACTS. Therefore, we hav
some statements in our experiments.  

Figure 6: ACTS Effectiveness Met
 

Figure 7: Statement coverage for ACTS 
We classified detected faults in ACTS int

shown in Table 20. The First group is the 
functionality testing of graphical user interf
group is the faults related to robustness tes
user interface. The third group is the f
functionality testing of command line inter
group is the faults related to robustness test
line interface. 

Table 19: ACTS Statistics 
LOC (line of code) 38,165 
NC LOC  24,637 
Number of Statements 13,642 
Number of Branches 4,696 
Number of Methods 1,693 
Number of Classes 153 
Number of Files 110 
Number of Packages 12 
The total number of detected faults is 

detected by functionality testing and 5 of t
robustness testing. In our experiment som
detected in the GUI occurred in the comma
as well. One possible reason that we only de
of almost 1000 tests is because the ACTS 
software, well documented, stable, and w
some of the detected bugs are single mode fa

The following are some examples of the
The red lines in Figure 3 show the test cases
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For example, the first line is a bu
system let the user enter a space
invalid value for the Enum type. 
another bug with the scenario that
select an invalid range for the Ran
bugs are detected during robustness
line in Figure 4 also shows anothe
scenario that the system lets the use
parameter that is involved in the con
 

Table 20: Faults Cla
Fault Groups Num

functionality testing of GUI 10 
robustness testing of GUI 5 
functionality testing of cmd 1 
robustness testing of cmd 1 

The following are two examples 
the sequences that lead us to find th
L is our node list. L1 and L2 are tw
that led us to detect three different b
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other programs can improve the external validity of our 
study.  

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper presents a case study on applying 

combinatorial testing to test a combinatorial test generation 
tool called ACTS. The main challenge of this study was 
modeling the input space of ACTS in terms of a set of 
parameters and values. In particular, significant effort was 
spent on modeling the System Under Test (SUT), which may 
have different types of parameters, relations and constraints, 
and on modeling the GUI interface, for which several 
smaller models were created and tested and then integrated 
together. The results of this study indicate that input space 
modeling is a significant task, and it needs to be managed 
carefully. The results of this study also show that 
combinatorial testing is effective in terms of achieving high 
code coverage and fault detection.  

We plan to conduct similar studies of other real-world 
applications. The goal is to develop a set of guidelines, with 
significant examples, that can be used by practitioners to 
apply combinatorial testing in practice.  
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